The contribution of the cone beam Kv CT (CBKvCT) to the reduction in toxicity of prostate cancer treatment with external 3D radiotherapy.
Show that verification through cone beam Kv CT (CBKvCT) in a series of patients treated with 3D external radiotherapy (3DRT) for prostate cancer (PC) is related to a reduction in acute and late toxicity levels. A retrospective, non-randomized study of two homogeneous groups of patients treated between 2005 and 2008, 46 were verified using electronic portal devices (EPIDs) and 48 through CBKvCT. They received 3DRT for localized PC (T1-T3N0M0) and were prescribed the same doses. Treatment was simulated and planned with the same criteria with the same equipment with a median follow-up time of 24 months (12-54 months). Urinary and gastrointestinal toxicity was determined using Common Toxicity Criteria scale, version 4 and RTOG scales. Statistical analysis of data was performed where p < 0.005 being significative. With an overall median follow-up time of 24 months, the levels of proctitis were, respectively, 19.56, 15.21 and 15.2 % in the first group, compared with 4.17, 2.08 and 8.33 % in the second. Statistically, less total and late proctitis, late rectal bleeding, anal fissure, total and acute haematuria, total and acute urinary frequency and total urinary incontinence was observed. No statistically significant evidence of a lowering in toxicity neither in terms of acute and late dysuria nor of a relationship to the TNM, Gleason or PSA or in the grade of stability. Verification through CBKvCT in this series is associated with a statistically significant lowering toxicity. This justifies its use. Greater monitoring would be necessary to assess the impact of verification at the level of biochemical control.